THE ORIGINAL NERVE TINGLING BUZZER GAME!

HOW TO PLAY
Can you move the wand along the wire frame without making the buzzer sound?

HOW TO ASSEMBLE
Insert into base unit as shown.

BATTERY INFORMATION
Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included)

- An adult should install the batteries and take note of the following – open the cover on the base of the Buzz Off unit by using a cross head screwdriver.
- Insert the batteries making sure the + and – signs on the batteries are aligned with the corresponding + and – markings inside the compartment.
- Do not recharge non-rechargeable batteries.
- Do not mix different types of batteries, or used and new batteries.
- Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the toy before charging them.
- Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
- Only batteries of the same or equivalent type, as recommended, are to be used.
- Insert batteries in the correct polarity.
- Remove exhausted (used) batteries from the toy.
- Remove batteries from the toy if it is not going to be used for a long period of time.
- Do not short-circuit the supply terminals.
- Batteries should be replaced by an adult.
- Do not attempt to power battery products from the mains supply and do not insert connection wires into electrical socket outlets.
- Dispose of used batteries at a recycling point. Never dispose of batteries in fire.

The player with the fastest time wins!
A classic game of skill and nerve.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months. Strangulation and choking hazard – contains long cords and small parts.
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